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POLICE BLOTTER

Monday August 10, 2020

0809  An officer responded to Franklin Co. Jail on a warrant service. Upon arrival Derrell M. Williamson, b/m/43, was placed under arrest. 20-54505

1802  Officers responded to Circle K and arrested Geoffrey S. Breslin, w/m/32, on a warrant. 20-28587

2005  Officers stopped a vehicle on Flesher at Patterson and arrested Richard A. Joy, w/m/49, for weapons under disability, CCW, improper handling a firearm and drug paraphernalia. 20-28606

2109  Officers responded to 1833 Renee on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Shaunastee Nash, b/f/26, on a warrant. 20-28613

Tuesday August 11, 2020

1849  Officers responded to 420 E. Dorothy Ln on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Dakota Houck, w/m/19, for DV. 20-28721

2144  Officers stopped a vehicle on Wilmington and arrested Donovan A. Willenbrink, w/m/42, for OVI. 20-28741

2157  Officers responded to 2108 Trent on a domestic. They arrived and arrested Trent M. Koehler, w/m/26, for DV. 20-28744
0006  Officers responded to 3057 Glenmere Ct. on a domestic. They arrived arrested Christopher E. Ryczek, w/m/36, for DV. 20-28752

0207  Officers responded to Norton at Russell on a suspicious person. Elizabeth N. Yoss, u/f/24, was arrested on a warrant. 20-28759

Wednesday August 12, 2020

0844  Officers responded to 1555 Wayne Ave. on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested David M. Kemper, w/m/38, on the warrant.

1309  Officers responded to 2600 Aragon on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Jason M. Jones, w/m/42, on the warrant. 20-28803

1856  Officers responded to Meijer and arrested Olivia Wilcox, w/f/21, for theft. 20-28851

0129  Officers responded to 2849 Rushland to assist KFD. They arrived and issued a summons to Melissa L. Lewis, w/f/49, for DC. 20-28882

Thursday August 13, 2020

1825  Officers stopped a vehicle on Smithville at Forrer and arrested Brandon M. Burchett, w/m/28, on a warrant. 20-28968

2310  Officers responded to 3217 Wilmington on a warrant service. They arrived and arrested Ashley N. Kinsler, w/f/27, on the warrant. 20-29005

Friday August 14, 2020

1118  Officers responded to 1733 Renee on a disturbance. They arrived and arrested Shaunastee A. Nash, b/f/26, for attempt burglary. 20-29048

1822  Officers stopped a vehicle on Wilmington at Stroop. They arrested Elizabeth A. Stadler, w/f/54, for OVI. 20-29081

1906  Officers responded to 3301 Fairway on a suspicious person. They arrived arrested Robert J. Snedigar, w/m/42, for DC/PI and drug possession. 20-29088
2203  Officers responded to 2115 E. Dorothy, Kroger, on a suspicious person. They arrived and arrested Brandon L. Elyea, w/m/33, for felony drug abuse and drug abuse instruments. 20-29111

0422  Officers made contact with Autumn F. Weddle, w/f/27 and Michael R. Mullen, w/m/52, and arrested both for felony drug possession. 20-29133

Saturday August 15, 2020

0854  Officers responded to an address on Glenheath on a medic assist. They arrived and found Dean A. Hutchinson, w/m/61, had passed away. No foul play suspected. 20-29131

1733  Officers stopped a vehicle at 1600 Brownleigh and arrested Richard D. Mantia, w/m/24, on a warrant. 20-29185

1837  Officers responded to 3713 Valleywood on a criminal damaging. They arrived and arrested Joshua M. Bowling, w/m/36, for OVI, failure to comply, obstruction and vandalism. 20-29184

Sunday August 16, 2020

1819  Officers stopped a vehicle on Woodman in the lot of PNC and arrested Vernon L. Seiker, w/m/33, on a warrant. 20-29285

1749  Officers stopped a vehicle at 2441 S. Dixie and arrested Brad A. Culvahouse, w/m/35, for drug possession, improper handling a firearm in a motor vehicle, weapons under disability and CCW. 20-29286

1824  Officers stopped a vehicle on Burchdale at Swigert and arrested William L. Townsend, w/m/53, for drug possession, drug paraphernalia and a warrant. Charles W. Rogg, w/m/54, was cited for drug paraphernalia and open container. Roger Thomas, w/m/47, was cited for drug paraphernalia. 20-29286

2207  Officers responded to 1350 Devon and arrested Jeffery A. Tackett, w/m/36, on a warrant. 20-24628

0021  Officers arrested Jonathan R. Kraska, w/m/35 and Jared B. Rubrecht, w/m/30, at 2150 E. Dorothy on active warrants. 20-29324